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Dartmouth College

Semi-Annual Status Report - NCC 5-22

February 1, 1980 - July 31, 1980

This report covers activities of the Landsat Sensing Research

Group (Earth Resources) and of the Volcanic Gas Sensing Research

Group (Planetary Science) which work in collaboration with the

Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York; Dr. Robert Jastrow,

Director. Dr. Stephen Ungar of GISS is the Technical Officer for

this project.

NCC 5-22 supports work which was started in 1974 under NSG 5014.

•	 I. Landsat

The Dartmouth Landsat Research Group continued application

studies for Landsat data under the general category of analysis

of vegetation cover, especially forestry and geobotany, that is,

the effects of soil/earth mineral content on vegetation.

. A. Forestry. The forestry group has had the same three

permanent people working as in the previous year: Emily Bryant,

Ken Sutherland, and Gibb Dodge. The- were ably assisted by three

undergraduates: John Stix, Dan Goodwin, and Dave Crampton.

Our efforts lay in three general areas: Landsat classifica-

tion research, software use and development, and spreading the

word/contact with others.

1. Classification Research

a. John Stix and Em initiated a study of the use of the

GISS fan algorithm in classification of forest types. The fan

algorithm is used to classify a landscape consisting of a continuum
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between two pure cover types. In this case the continuum ranges

from pure hardwood to pure softwood forest types. The fan algorithm

places pixels in subcategories based on where their reflected radiance

lies with respect to the signatures of the pure types. We wish to

investigate the relationship between rra fan subcategory that a

pixel ^s placed in and the actual percent mixture of pure types

found in the corresponding area on the ground.

We have done background work on learning how to use the fan

algorithm, getting the programs to run, and setting up the initial

supervised classification from which the fan will select categories.

When this is done, we will apply the classification to the Ashland

District in northern Maine, an area which was classified previously

in the Seven Islands project.

b. Dave Crampton pursued the "fudge factor" question

(temporal signature extension) using data from July and August of

1976 covering the Ashland District in Maine. Using five sets of

training sites, he made five estimates of a correction function

(the "fudge factor"). It was applied to the July data as compensa-

tion for atmospheric and other differences so that signatures used

previously on the August data could be used on the July data as well.

Preliminary results from classification of one township in the

district show that the acreages of forest types in the July map

differ from the August mon by 1.2 % to 28 % depending on the forest

type and the correction function used. The function which was

derived from all five sets of training sites combined gave acreage

differences of -5.88 (softwood), +3.4% (mixed wood), and -4.7%

(hardwood). Further tests will be made using other estimates of
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the function and applying it to another township.

2. Software Development and Use.

a. Dan Goodwin made trial runs of the various supervised

and unsupervised classification algorithms in the ISURSL programs

on two areas of interest to the forestry groups Concord, NH, and

part of the Ashland District in Maine. The object was to become

familiar with the programs, compare classification results with

those from the GISS algorithm, and to identify the strong and weak

points of the programs.

He found use of the programs quite straightforward. Classifi-

cation results compared well with the GISS algorithm--acreages for

forest types on the Ashland district area were brought to within

4.8% of a classification done using the GISS algorithm. Strong

points in the ISURSL programs included a useful data display in the

histogram program, the capability of running many training sites at

a time to determine signatures, and the use of one of the programs

for one-band density slicing (a kind of hand-made gray scale).

Limitations encountered were that all jobs must be run from tape,

there is nu polygon masking program available, and that some of the

statistics which are useful come with voluminous others which are

not as useful and cannot be turned off.

We conclude from this project that classification results are

dependent as much or more on the familiarity of the user with what-

ever algorithm is being used-as on the inherent attributes of the

algorithm.

b. Dan Goodwin also wrote programs to rotate classifica-

tion map output, for instance, for the user who wants his digital
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Landsat map to have north be vertical on the page. the" were

written on both the Dartmouth and the GISS computers. The version

on the GISS computer can handle a certain amount of scale change

and change of symbols as well as rotation.

c. Em wrote a program called DELTAS on the Dartmouth

computer which helps the user choose classification parameters for

the GISS algorithm. it displays training site data in "difference

space" (rather than color space), making it easier to predict the

effect that a change in classification parameters will have on

classification results. The DELTAS program was applied to develop-

ment of forest type signatures for the Ashland District. Comparison

with accounts of an earlier effort at making signatures for the same

area showed that the DELTAS prograr. 4elped increase efficiency in

signature development.

d. Em wrote a program called ACCRACY on the Dartmouth

computer. it displays a classification map with corresponding

digital ground truth and prints a confusion matrix for the two.

e. Signature packages which have been developed for

forest types on various Landsat passes over the past five years
1.

were typed into the file EFESB.SIGPACK which is accessible through

GISS/Wylbur. Any Wylbur user can use the signatures by copying

them into a GISS classification program.

3. Spreading the Word.

a. The manuscript on the Seven Islands p -1ject was revised

and was accepted by the journal Photogrammetic Engineering and Remote

Sensing. (Abstract, Enclosure 1. A reprint will be included in a

future report.)
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b. Landsat maps were given to John Ricard for field

testing by local forest fire officials this summer.

c. Help was given to students in Earth Sciences 32

(remote sensing) in winter term with use of GISS hardward and

software.

i d. Em gave a lecture oa digital Landsat data classifica-

tion to Dave Lindgren's (Geography) remote sensing class.

e. Gibb and Em went to New York to talk over research

plans with GISS personnel.

f. Dartmouth remote sensing meetings have continued on

the average of once a month. Sam Goward (Columbia) gave a guest

talk in January.

g. Maps of the White Mountain National Forest were

presented to Forest Service personnel at their headquarters in

Laconia, NH, by Gibb, Ken, and Em. Their preliminary reaction was

that this type of information could be used better on a general

level than on their local level, but we still await a more detailed

reaction.

h. Gibb, Ken, and Em attended a meeting organized by the

New Hampshire State Office of Comprehensive Planning to investigate

the possibility of setting up an ERRSAC Landsat Demonstration Project

in New Hampshire.

4. Other items.

We have had a fair number of hardware problems this half-year.

The Cope card reader was down for a couple of week-long periods.

Em. will be entering the two-year Dartmouth Master's program

in Computer and Information Science as a student in September and
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will be working half-time instead of full-time starting then.

The progress report, furnished under the terms of the Dart-

mouth Task Order to UNH, for the period October 31, 1979 - May 1,

1980 is at Enclosure 2.

B. Geology anu Geobotany. The geologic remote sensing group

has worked in three major areas over the last six months.

1. The project on the geologic mapping of the Landsat data

has been completed. A Master's thesis was submitted by Joseph

Francica (June 1980) (Enclosure 3) and a paper was presented at

the 14th annual ERIM symposium in Costa Rica (Francica, Dirnie,

and Johnson, 1980) (Enclosure 4). The project produced a series of

1:100,000 geologic maps interpreted from Landsat data. The maps

cover over 11,600 square kilometers of the Ladakh Himalaya of

Arabia and Pakistan. Landsat remote sensing techniques are nicely

suited to this area because the high relief and limited accessibil-

ity make conventional geologic mapping very difficult and the dearth

of vegetation and absence of atmospheric haze make clear bedrock

exposures for the satellite.

2. A project was undertaken using Landsat data to identify

and map lateral spectral contrasts in the Lower Hudson River Estuary.

These lateral spectral contrasts were detected using the supervised

classification algorithm developed at GISS. The analysis of Landsat

data lead us to conclude that there is a relatively strong down-

stream flow on the west side of the river and that the western water

is more turbid and less saline than the eastern water. These results

were presented at the 14th annual ERIM Symposium in Costa Rica
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3. The third project 'involves our ongoing program to use

airborne multispectral scanner data to detect geobotanical anomalies

associated with mineralized ground. Data from the Mesatchee Creek

experiment has bean reevaluated and a paper has been revised and

resubmitted to Economic Geology (Enclosure 6). At Mesatchee

Creek, a strong geobotanical anomaly was detected and was determined

to correlate with the pyrite halo of a porphyry copper deposit.

4. John Hughes wrote a number of programs for use with

LANDSAT Digital Data on the Dartmouth Computer (Enclosure 7).

11. Remote Sensing of Volcanic Emissions

The principal activities of this group (Professor Richard

E. Stoiber and Graduate Students Lawrence Malinconico and Stanley

Williams) during this period (February - July 1980) were concerned

with preparations, field work, and reports for visits to Guatemala

and to Washington state (Mt. St. Helens). (Work in Nicaragua in

February and August 1980 is related to this effort but is funded

by the NSF.)

1. Guatemala. February 4 - 18, 1980. Stoiber, Malinconico,

Williams.

Our group was associated with the NCAR volcanic plume project

in Guatemala. We flew through the gas of eruptive columns and

beneath and through horizontal volcanic plumes. SO 2 output was

measured with the airborne COSPEC. Excellent data were obtained

from two volcanoes: Santiaguito and Feugo, (and some data from

Pacaya). it is being processed. An important feature of this

project was that data were obtained by other scientists as to gas
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composition and particulates. This was done at the same time as,

and in coordination with, the S02 measurements. A discussion of

the results is planned in Denver in late May. We will contribute.

The new data collected chiefly concerned the configuration

of the volcanic plumes, both in vertical and two horizontal

dimension. Analyses such as these have not hitherto boon made.

Also, see Enclosure 10, below, for discussion of review session.

2. Mt. St. Helens. March 28 - April 6, 1980, April 9 - 13,

1980, May 18 - 26, 1980, July 2 - 9, 1980. Stoiber, Williams,

Malinconico.

A major series of ventings and eruptions from Mt. St. Helens

ova a period of several months (continuing) provided unique oppor-

tunities to test and employ the COSPEC in an operational role.

Four field trips, which were partially supported by NCC 5-22,

are described in Enclosures S. 9, 10, and 11.

A fortunate conflumme of interest with NBC news provided free use

of an airplane for airborne monitoring and national publicity for

the efforts and expertise of Professor Stoiber.

In addition, the data obtained in the period March 28 -

April 13, 1980, became the basis for an article submitted to SCIENCE

on April 17, 1980 and published on June 13, 1980 (Enclosure 12).

As reported in Enclosure 10, the Dartmouth-NASA COSPEC was

loaned to the USGS on April 13, for use by them in continuous

monitoring of Mt. St. Helens (until a USGS COSPEC could be made

available.) Unfortunately, the scientist who was using the COSPEC

was killed in the direct blast of the May 18 eruption and the COSPEC

was destroyed, or at least buried irretrievably. Insurance coverage

-L



of the COSPEC is common practice in field work using expensive

instruments) provided funds for immediate replacement of the

COSPEC, for use in subsequent work in Nicaragua.

3. Nicaragua. February 1980, July - August 1980. Stoiber,

Williams, Malinconico.

This work, supported by the NSF, involves monitoring of the

plumes of volcanoes Masaya and San Cristobal and-generally helps

develop our expertise in this field.

Enclosures 1 - 12 a/s.
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Landsat for Practical Forest Type Mapping

A Test Case

Emily Bryant

Arthur G. Dodge, Jr.

Samuel D. Warren

Abstract: In a cooperative project, compute- classified

Landsat maps were compared with a recent inventory of

forest lands in northern Maine. Over the 196,000

hectare (485 ,000 acre) area mapped, estimates of area

Of softwood, mixed wood, and hardwood forest types by

the two methods agreed to within 5%. Cost of the

Landsat maps is estimated at 6.5 cents per hectare (2.6

cents per acre). Although the information derived from

Landsat is not yet refined enough to he incorporated in

current forest inventories, the techniques used are

worth developing.
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PROGRESS REPORT

•	 APPLYING LANDSAT MEASUREMENTS TO
FOREST RESOURCE INVENTORIES

October 31, 1979 - May 1, 1980

Kan Sutherland and Gibb Dodge, Cooperative Extension Service, coordinated their
activities with Emily Bryant, Dartmouth College, and other representatives of GISS.

SiSelection

1. Finished developing field maps of Groveton Papers ( Diamond International)
Last compartment. Will deliver to the company and test usefulness.

2. Assisted in developing criteria and categories for W.pping White Mountain
National Forest by districts. Met with WMNF Staff to obtain input on maps developed.

3. Developed map of the town of Plymouth for use by New Hampshire Forest Fire
Service which was put into the hands of local fire suppression personnel for test
Mse.

Guidance and Evaluation

1. Guidance to:

a) GISS on making changes in computer programs to produce better output
products (polygon, legend, scale change, line, smoothing, etc.) con-
tinued.

b) Dartmouth work -study students - mapping techniques, observing ground
truth sites, development of rotation and scale change program.

-t) N.H. Forest Fire Service - using computer maps as field tools.

d) Revise and update 1980 work plans.

2. Evaluation:

a) Analyze computer outputs resulting from GISS program changes.

b) Changes indicated on Landsat maps by comparing 1975 and 1978 data.

c) New rotation and scale changing program.

Collaboration

1. Serving on Cooperative Extension Service National Task Force for remote
sensing - advice to Extension Committee on policy related to Extension activity
in remote sensing technology transfer.

2. Update information to the University of Vermont, University of New Hampshire,
Maine Forestry Planning Group, GISS, ERRSAC, GSFC, Remote Sensing Group of Northern

h C p^



,flew England, New Hampshire Fish and Game Department and Office of State Planning.

3. Remote sensing meetings with Now Hampshire Office of State Manning,
University of New Hampshire and Dartmouth.

4. Net with N.H. Office of State Planning personnel on New Hampshire landsat
demonstration project with ERRSAC.

jec_hnoloay Transfer and Repor_ tiny

1.1andsat presentations to classes at Dartmouth.

2. Generate remote sensing technology to Yew Hampshire Fish and Game Department
and Division of Forests and lands.

3. Co-sponsor remote sensing workshop for State agencies with Office of State
Planning.

Submitted by,

VAnneth I. Sutherland, Jr.,
Program Assistant

.Arthur G. Dodge, Jr.,
Program leader

1
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ABSTRACT

Computer processed Landsat digital data were used to map

the geology of 11,600 square kilometers of the Ladakh Himalaya

of India and Pakistan. The results of a supervised

classification algorithm were integrated with field studies to

produce 1:100,000 geologic maps of this area. Six major rock

types have been discriminated by Landsat data and were mapped.

High relief and limited accessibility of the terrain make
i

conventional geologic mapping difficult.	 This region was

particularly suited for a Landsat data analysis, however,
{

because the bedrock geology is clearly exposed as a result of 	
f
i

the dearth of vegetation and the absence of atmospheric haze.
	 i

;i
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Proc. 14th Int. Symp. Remote
Sensing of Environment
23-30 April, 1980,
San Jose, Costa Rica (in press)

G19DLOGIC MAPPING OF THE LADAKH HIMALAYA

BY COMPUTER PROCESSING OF LANDSAT DATA

Joseph R. Francica, Richard N. Birnie, and Gary D. Johnson

Dept. of Earth Sciences
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 01755

ABSTRACT

Computer processed Landsat digital data
and field studies have been integrated
to make a geologic map of the Indus Su-
ture in the Ladakh Himalaya. This co-
ordinated approach has been successful
at locating and identifying the areal
extent of the major rock bodies in a
2500 square kilometer area, much of
which is inaccessable for conventional
field geologic studies.

• 1, INTRODUCTION

Landsat digital data have been used to make a geologic map of portions of
the Ladakh Himalaya of northern India and Pakistan. The study area encompasses
the Indus suture, a tectonically complex zone of regional geologic importance.
This region is particularly suited to Landsat-based analysis because of the
clear exposure of the surface geology resulting from the paucity of vegetation
and the absence of atmospheric haze. The high relief and limited accessibility
of the terrain make geologic mapping by conventional techniques difficult.

Approximately 12,000 square kilometers of terrain are being mapped; how-
ever, only two representative regions totalling about 2500 square kilometers
are presented here% 1) the Kar g il region in the western limit of the study
area, and 2) the Leh region in the eastern limit of the study area (Fig. 1).
These regions are illustrative of our techniques and exhibit the major problems
in the definition of rock body boundaries.

2. GEOLOGY

The Indus suture, interpreted as a tectonic boundary between zones of
varying rock type and petrogenesis (Heim and Gansser, 1939; Gansser, 1961,
1974, 1977, 1980; Powell and Conaghan, 1973 and 1975; Crawford, 1971) is char-
acterized in the Kargil-Leh area as a zone of three to four narrow, steeply
thrusted sheets of ophiolitic melange with associated ultramafic rocks (Frank
st al., 1977). The ophiolV . o melange and ultramafics, although well exposed
and easily mapped in certain regions of the Kargil-Leh area, do not have

1
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sufficient exposure to be mapped in the regions reported herein. The rock
mite associated with the Indus Suture and mapped in this study are described
"low.

The Drat Volcanics (Wadi&, 1937) are principally composed of metamorphosed
amulte andesites, hornblende andesites and basalts (Frank et al., 1977). In
the eastern portion of the study area, this unit grades into volcanoclastic and
lmterbedded metasediments. Gupta et al., (1975) have established a Cretaceous
age for this unit.

The Ladakh Intrusiv-,s (Frank et al., 1977) have the largr.st areal extent
of any rock unit within the study area. Generally, they vary in composition
from granite to granodiorite in composition. Near Kargil, the intrusives in-
clude a suite of norites, gabbros and diorites. To the east near Leh, small
diorite stocks and diabasic dikes are present. The intrusives are Cretaceous
to Tertiary in age (Frank er al., 1977; Shah st al., 1976).

The Ladakh Molasse (Tewari, 1961) separates the Ladakh granites to the
north from the Dras Volcanics to the south. This late orogcnic, primarily
fluvial, clastic sequence is composed of intercalated channel sandstones and
overbank mudstone lithofacies.

The Indus Flysch (Frank er al.. 1977) consists of thinly bedded, fissile
shales and sandstones. An early Mesozoic age is suggested for these rocks
(Tewari, 1961, Frank et al., 1977).

ilmooasolidated Quaternary deposits abound in the Kargil-Leh area.

3. LANDSAT DATA ANALYSIS

The geocorrected Landsat digital data (Scene E-30135-04195) were classi-
fied according to a supervised classification scheme developed by S. Ungar at
MASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies (Merry et al., 1977). This same
classification scheme has been applied to a study of the Hudson River Estuary
(Birnie and Posmentier, this volume) where the following description is re-
peated. In this classification scheme, a surface type is assigned a vector
signature whose com;mnents are the four individual Landsat band values. The
spectral distance from this signature to a pixel to be classified is calculated
and tested for acceptability relative to the user specified maximum allowable
distance (DeLMAX). This dimensionless distance is based on two factors: color
difference (AC) and brightness difference (AB).

To calculate the color difference (AC), the vectors in Landsat color space
corresponding to the signature and pixel to be classified are normalized to
unit length. The AC is the chord length between the tips of the signature and
'anal unit vectors.

The brightness of a pixel is determined by summing the four individual
band reflected radiance values. The brightness difference (AB) between a pixel
and signature is defined as the absolute value of their difference in bright-
smss,divided by their average brightness.

The overall distance (D) between a pixel and a signature is calculated by
the following relationship where the user chooses the degree to which color
differences (AC) and brightness differences (AB) are to be weighted (WCLR and
VW respectively):

U	 D	 WCLR•(AC)° + WB1tT•(A61'

where WORT ♦ WCLR - 1.

11



If the distance D is less than a user-specified value (DEtd1Ax), then the un-
known pixel will be classified as belonging to the surface type associated with
that signature.

A four-dimensional classification volume is described abut each signa-
ture. The shape and orientation of the volume changes depending on the values
of WORT, WCLR, and DELMAK, but is generalised as a distorted hyper-ellipsoid
inscribed within a truncated cone.

Training sites of known geologic units were selected on the basis of field
work and published reconnaissance maps of the area. Spectral signatures for
each unit were determined by averaging all pixels within a training site. Val-
ues of WORT, WCLR, and DELMAK for each signature were optimized by choosing
those values that minimized the sum of the errors of omission and commission
of each training site compared to all other training sites.

The classification scheme is order dependant. Pixels which fall in more
than one classification volume are classified as the first one tested. For
example, areas of alluvium often classify as a granite because their volumes
overlap and granite is classified before alluvium. A knowledge of which sur-
face types created the overlap problems was used to set up the classification
hierarchy and interpret the results.

bfore field investigations were undertaken in August and September of
1979, a preliminary map was generated for the Kargil region (Fig. 1). This
area contains rock types representative of the Kargil-Leh area as a whole.
The town of Kargil served as a base of operations from which other parts of
the area were accessible. Most of the training sites on which the signatures
are based are located in tt.is region.

During the field investigations, training sites were studied in order to
1) confirm their geology and 2) identify the problems causing incorrect
classifications. T'e accuracy of the classification of geologic units outside
the training sites was also studied at this time. These new observations led
to the selection of new training sites, and a refined and improved version of
the preliminary classification map was made (Figures 2 and 4).

The large white areas represent unclassificL; pixels which, on the basis of
geomorphology, we interpret to be shadowed, in these shadowed regions, the
surface reflected radiance reaching Landsat is overwhelmed by backscattered
path radiance. The different reflectivity properties of various surface ma-
terials are thus masked. Even though the Landsat data for Scene E-30135-04195
(July 18, 1978) were chosen to minimize the shadow problems (sun elevation
58 degrees), the severe relief in the region results in extensive shadowing.

A geologic interpretation of the Landsat classification map was made by
combining information in the classification map with :ield observations, geo-
morphic interpretations of 1:500,000 Landsat color composite imagery, and pre-
viously published geologic maps (refer to maps in Tewari, 1964; Shah et al.,
1976t frank at al., 1977).

4. DISCUSSION

1.1 The Kargil Region

The Dras Volcanics and the undifferentiated mafics of the Ladakh Intru-
sives have similar spectral signatures, respectively (Band 1 through Band 1 re-
flected radiance values in mw•cm-'-sr-l•ch-': Dras Volcanics - .607, .596,
.508, 1.000; Mafics - .662, .596, .510, 1.117). Because the volcanics appear
first in our classification scheme, numerous mafic intrusive pixels are erro-
neously classified as volcanics. This example of commission error is corrected

le



by our field-bdscd observation that computer classified areas of volcanic:: ly-
ing north of the main volcanic bolt and separated from it by other rock bodies
must be interpreted as mafic intrusives and not Draw Volcanics.

The Kargil basin has been the site of fluvio-glacial and lacustrine sedi-
mentation during the latest Tertiary and Quaternary. Goomorphic evolution of
the guru and Wakka river valleys during the Quaternary has resulted in the de-
velopment of a complex of terraces carved into these basin-fill sediments and
on certain of the underlying older torrain. These were recognized on Landsat
prior to entering the field but their areal extent did not reconcile with the
extant geologic maps. Upon field study, we determined that the Landsat classi-
fication accurately portrayed the distribution of this unit. The classifica-
tion shown In Figure 3 illustrates this distribution.

Agricultural land, easily identified on Landsat color composite imagery
and on our classification map, was included as alluvial deposits because
these }ands are confined to irrigatible alluvial soils.

The Boundary between the Bras Volcanics and the Ladakh Molasse, which is
clearly defined in the Landsat classification-as a major rock body boundary,
has been interpreted by Tewari (1964) as a thrust placing volcanics over mo-
lasse. This thrust constitutes one of the imbricate faults associated with the
Indus suture described above.

4.2 The Leh Region

The classification map for the Leh region shows clear outcrop patterns for
both the molasse and the intrusives. Signatures used previously in the Kargil
region for these units are applied here with equal success. A new signature
was added for a molasse with a lower albedo. The molasse has undergone a fa-
ales change in this region and exhibits a different albedo when compared to the
molasse of the Kargil region.

A new signature for undifferentiated mafics of the Ladakh Intrusives un-
successfully defined this rock type. The spectral signature for the mafics is
similar to the signature for molasse (Band 1 through Band 4 reflected radiance
values in mw•cm-:•sr-'•ch-1: Mafics - .824, .768, .634, 1.321; Molasse - .792,
.729, .62S, 1.264). The correction for the commission error in this region is
accomplished by locating computer classified areas of molasse within the Ladakh
Intrusives that we interpret to be mafics.

The alluvial deposits in this region have the same spectral characteris-
tics as the rock type from which they were derived. Alluvial fans south of
the Indus River, derived from the darker molasse, classify as molasse. The
same applies for fans derived from the Ladakh Intrusives north of the Indus.
Their location and areal distribution are mapped by the interpretation of high
oblique, ground-based photos whose orientations are known exactly.

S. CONCLUSIONS

The types of problems associated with the two test regions, Kargil and
Leh, are common throughout the entire study area. Based on the criteria for
interpretation applied to these regions, other regions of the Ladakh Himalaya
and adjacent Baltistan are being mapped in the same way. It is significant
that-the signatures developed in the Kargil region were then successfully ap-
plied in the Leh and other regions of the Indus suture zone. This fact illus-
trates the application of computer processed Landsat digital data to geologic
mapping of large areas, however, it should be emphasized that Landeat is no
panacea. Only in conjunction with careful field observations can the problems
associated with regional topography and geological complexities be resolved.
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An analysis of Landtat digital data has allowed us
to detect and map lateral spectral contrasts in the Hud-
son River estuary. These contrasts are believed to be
relatad to turbidity in the Estuary with the western side
being wore turbid. It is clear that Landsat digital data
can be sapped and used as an indicator of circulation and
dispersion in the Hudson River Estuary.

k TMTROOUCTION

A study has been made of the Landsat digital data for the Lower Hudson Ri-
ver estuary Won* t-1096-15074, 27 Oct. 1972 1 . The study area includes the
region of the Upper say from S km south of the Verratano Narrows up the river
about. 6S lu% to S km north of the Tappan tee bridge (rigure 11.

Initially, we are interested in confirming the presence of lateral gra-
dients at wotei properties in the Hudson River Estuary to test whether there
are processes that produce these lateral gradients at a rate sufficient to
maintain then in the presence of lateral mixing. Until recently it has been
assumed that there are no lateral gradients in the Hudson River Estuary, but
recent observational and theoretical data (Possentier sad Raymont, 197!) sup-
port the presence of lateral gradients.

'Secondly, it the lateral gradients exist, we are Interested in determining
whether they produce a sufficient spectral contrast over a large enough area
to mho than detectable and mappable using Landsat digital data.

2. rRSVIOUS WORK

other investigstors have used remotely sensed surface reflectance and re-
floated radiance data to study coastal and estuarine waters. Applications of
remote sensing techniques to coastal son* management have been susmartsed by
Pesmentier (1977). Reuse and colesen (1976) correlated suspended sediment

I
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oosoestration and reflected radiance in a laboratory experiment. They dater-
&lmed that a spectral band equivalent to Landsat MOO sand 5 (0.6-0.7wal gave
the bust dift*rentistion of suspended sediment levels. They assumed this Got-
relatiM extended to actual Landest data sad used sand S imagery to study the
oiroeiatiaa Of the Louisiana bight. Jehnsoa and Oahn 119771 townd significant
ecrrolatiess between reflectance in the 0.110-0.190 and 0.420-0.660 an bands
of as airborne oultispectral scanner and a number of water propertir_: oeasurod
directly in the James River. These properties Included suspended sediment,
shlorephyll a, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate, salinity, and seccai depth. John-
am (16761 found similar results for chlorophyll a sad suspended sediment in
the New York sight. Khorran (1979) used four spectral bands (0.175.0.530,
0350-0.010, 0.615-0.490, and 0.715-0.000 us) of an Ocean Color Scanner on a
U-2 aircraft to estimate surface water electrical conductivity, ehloroph11

!ration, suspended solids concentration, and turbidit . me was able to

M
Ow" tour water properties in the San rraaeiseo say Delta. Klemas and
is (1!76) used sand S Landsat digital data and imagery to sap suspended sed-

tMent eeneeatration and tidal telated variations in suspended sediment distri-
bution patterns in the Delaware Day. Landsat data were used to distinguish be-
twese seawet*r and freshwater, and among tour classes of shallow Part" and *s-
teariM weer categories near Cape rear Mammal we al., 1979!. Maness and
Hassel 11979! delineated on the basis of Landeat data .eat they believed to be
the alt wafts boundary in the Pamlico **fusty.

3. OA1.=M OATA

As part of a p:,ysical oceanography and interdisciplinary study of the
Nedsem Estuary beginning in 1971, temperature, salinity, and conductivity were
06eeos04 at cross-channel tsansacts between tha Apex of the New York Oig,:t to
se-sertion, Now York. Alorq each transact. from two to tour stations were oo-
W* eel and the variables at each station were measured from the surface to
the bottom. Temperature and salinity measurements were made with so later-
Oases probe with a manually-logged digital readout and an analog plotter on
leek. The seasonal, longitudinal, and vertical distributions of salinity and
buss "turs have been analysed and are discussed by posmentier and Rocklin
(1570! and Fosmentier and Rsymont (1979).

The salinity data retorted to in this paper were collated on 12-13 Aug-
Net. LOTS, between 10 . 1S' and 11 . 10' north latitude irigures 1 and 2). The
times of observation span four semidiurnal tidal cycles. Any smoli-scale salt-
n4ty structure related to discontinuous point sources of seawater or fresh-
water would. ^:arefore. be beyond the resolving capacity of the survey. Point-
by-plat comparison of the non-synaptic salinities with synoptic reflected to-
dlsaeo data would be meaningless unless the letter were available for precisely
the same time as the salinitydata. Since time correlative Landsat data were
act available, it was decided to compare only the large-scale variations of
"!unity with these of the high quality Landat Geese of 17 October. 1972.

Boring the 12-11 A^ist, 1975 Estusry study, there was very little tamper-
ateso variability in the suttee* water. Therefore. only the salinity data,
wbieh were measured with an accuracy of O.OS•/.., are present*& in rigors 2.
There war* tourta*n individual latitudinal transacts. The distance from the
above to the *ads of the transacts was approximately 2St of the Estuary width.
The west Gig* surface salinities were loss than those on the cast (rigure 21.
This indicates that that* is a greater proportion of tr*shwat*r on the west.
The average 4slinity difference was 0.719 0 /... An exception to the general
tread occurred immediately mouth of the pierseat Fier (11 . 02' north latitude.
figrse 11, where the higher salinity on the west might be due to the large
herisental eddy often observed on the wake of the pier which extends from the
waters Glare one third of the way acres* rho Estuary.

2.1



There are several factors which may contribute to the observed lateral
salinity gradient in the Hudson Estuary. These include more freshwater runoff
on the west side, the Coriolis effect on the net downstream surface flow, the
internal Kelvin waves forced by tides in the ocean, the curvature of the Estu-
ary axis, asymmetry in the Estuary cross section, and bottom friction. An
evaluation of the hydrodynamic significance of these factors is beyond the
scope of this paper, but it is in preparation for publication elsewhere. what
is emphasized here is the interpretation that the higher salinity on the east
side of the Estuary, whatever its cause, indicates a greater proportion of
ocean water on the east side and a greater proportion of freshwater on the
west side and confirms the presence of a lateral gradient of a water property.

4. LANDSAT DATA ANALYSIS

The geocorrected Landsat digital data (Scene E-1096-15074) were classified
according to a supervised classification scheme developed by S. Ungar at NASA's
Goddard Institute for Space Studies (Harry at Al., 1977). This classification
scheme has also been applied to a study of the distribution of rock types in
the Ladakh Himalaya (Francica .r. al. , this volume) where the following des-
cription is repeated. In this classification scheme, a surface type is as-
signed a vector signature whose components are the four individual Landsat
Bead values. The distance from this signature to a pixel to be classified is
calculated and tested for acceptability relative to the user specified maximum
allowable distance (DELHAX). This dimensionless distance is based on two fac-
tors: color difference (AC) and brightness difference (AS).

To calculate the color difference (AC), the vectors in Landsat color space
corresponding to the signature and pixel to he classified are normalized to
unit length. The AC is the chord length between the tips of the signature
and pixel unit vectors.

The brightness of a pixel is determined by summing the four individual
band reflected radiance values. The difference in brightness (AS) between a
pixel and signature is defined as the absolute value of their difference in
brightness divided by their average brightness.

The overall distance (D) between a pixel and a signature is calculated by
the following relationship where the user chooses the degree to which color
differences (AC) and brightness differences (AB) are to be weighted (WCLR and
WSRT respectively)%

D - VWCLR • (AC) = + WBRT•(AS)'

where WBRT + WCLR - 1.

If the distance D is less than the user-specified value (DELMAX), then the un-
known pixel will be classified as belonging to the surface type associated
with that signature.

.A four-dimensional classification volume is described about each signa-
ture. The shape and orientation of the volume changes depending on the values
of WSRT, WCLR, and DELHAX, but is generalized as a distorted hypes-ellipsoid
inscribed within a truncated cone.

The initial step in the classification procedure was the selection of 22
control areal in the Estuary. These areas measure 6 x 6 pixels and were cho-
sen in east-west pairs at 11 latitudes (Figure 1). T-tests were performed on
the differences among the means of all 22 areas. A t-statistic of 1.692 or
greater (951 confidence) was taken to indicate a significant difference between
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two control areas. Two control areas were chosen on each side of the river 191
and 39 on the east and W1 and w9 on the west. Figure 1) such that they were si-
milar to salt of the other control areas on the same side of the river and dif-
ferent from most of the control areas on the other side of the river. Refer-
owe signatures for western and eastern water were calculated by combining the
appropriate two control areas for each type. Landsat NSS Bands 1 and S alone
were sufficient to differentiate 0e western and eastern reference signaturest
therefore, Bands 6 and 7 were discarded, and a two-dimensional classification
was performed. The reference signatures (mN.em-'.sr' t .ch- t ) are listed belowt

	

Bt	 BS

western	 .446	 .229
eastern	 .394	 .191

The optimum values of WBRT, WCLR, and DELNAX were chosen for each refer-
ence signature as the lowest value of DELNAX and the value of WORT and WCLR
that minimised the sum of the errors of omission and commission. These values
are listed below and the classification areas that they describe are shown in
Figure 3 along with a 84-BS plot of the pixels in the two reference signature
groups.

	

DELMAX	 WORT	 WCLR

western	 0.055	 0.2	 0.8
eastern	 0.05	 0.5	 0.5

Raab pixel in the study area was subsequently classified as "western',
•eastern• , or "neither". The classification is order dependent; once a pixel
is successfully tested for classification with one signature, it is not tested
against other signatures. However, this was not a problem, because the over-
all pattern and classification showed little difference whether "eastern" or
'western' water was classified first. That is, there are very few pixels
whose spectral characteristics placed them in both categories. Further, very
few pixels in the Estuary fall in neither classification area and are unclassi-
fied. Errors of omission and commission are given for the reference signature
control areas in Figure 3. A copy of the printout of the pixel by pixel clas-
sification of a representative portion of the river is shown in Figure 1. The
boundary between "eastern" and "western" water is interpreted as the point on
each row where "eastern" pixels begin to dominate over "western" pixels. Un-
classified pixels and classifications obviously influenced by "sixth row strip-
ing' are ignored.

S. DISCUSSION OF THE LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION

The interpreted classification map for the whole study area (Figure 1)
confirms the existence of a lateral gradient in the surface spectral properties
of the Hudson River Estuary. The Landsat data clearly distinguish and map
these gradients on a scale at least as small as one half kilometer. A t-test
comparing the means of the reflected radiance values of the combined (11 x 36)
eastern and combined (11 x 36) western control area pixels showed them to be
significantly different for both Bands 4 and 5 with t-statistics of 12.11 and
20.69 respectively. These are significant at greater than 99.951 confidence.
Several possible explanations for this lateral gradient were mentioned earlier.

Figure S shows a bathymetric cross section of the Estuary with the corres-
ponding 84 sad 85 values of Landsat data plotted. While the brighter Landsat
spectral values occur on the went where the river is shallow, it is clear that
the Landsat spectral values do not increase as the river shallows on the east-
ern shore. This non-correlation of bathymetry and reflected radiance is also
borne out on other cross sections of the Estuary not reproduced here.

V



The spectral properties of four freshwater reservoirs near the shore of
the Hudson were also studied; and three of these freshwater reservoirs have
spectral characteristics consistent with the more saline eastern river water.
One of the reservoirs, Lake Tappan, had distinctly brighter, western water
spectral characteristics. The water in the Lake Tappan reservoir was very
silty because of ongoing coi.struction at the time of the Landsat overpass. It
appears, therefore, that salinity is not the controlling factor in the spectral
differences observed laterally across the Hudson, but that turbidity may con-
trol the spectral differences. This observation is consistent with other stu-
dies which were cited above and report increased reflected radiance values,
particularly in Band 5, with increased turbidity.

There is no lateral contrast of Landsat spectral properties in the Estuary
from 57th St. in Manhattan south to the lower portion of the Upper Bay. In
this region, water with spectral properties of 'western" water predominated on
both sides of the Estuary. This may be due to the :act that the Landsat over-
pass occurred at the time of slack following the ebb tide, which coincides with
low tide. The tidal current chart (Figure 6) shows that this is the end of the
6-hour period during which highly turbid East River and Rill Van Kull water and
sewage effluent from lower Manhattan have been flowing into both sides of the
Estuary. Specific locations of major sewage discharge into the Estuary are
given by Simpson at al., (1975).

Hear the Verrazano Narrows, where very strong tidal currents and intense
turbulence exist, the pixels are about evenly distributed between "western'
and *eastern" classifications, with no discernable spatial clustering or pat-
terns of either classification.

6. CONCLUSION

This analysis of the Landsat data leads us to conclude that there is a
relatively strong downstream flow on the west side of the river, and that this
western water is more turbid and less saline than the eastern water. On the
Nat side of the river, there is a weaker downstream flow, with saline water
making its way farther upstream on the eastern shoreline. It is clear that
differences in the spectral properties of the Landsat digital data can be
sapped and used as indicators of circulation and dispersion in the Hudson Es-
tuary.
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Figure 1.
Lower Hudson Rimier Estuary

Interpretation of Landsat digital
data for Lower Hudson River Estuary.
Zones of generally "eastern", "west-
ern", and "mixed" water are ident-
ified. Locations of control areas at
eleven different latitudes are ind-
icated as /1 through 111. At each
latitude, a pair of control areas
were chosen, one on the east and one
on the west (for example, El and Wl
respectively).
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Figure 2. salinity Data

Salinity as a function of latitude
in the Hudson Estuary. At each lat-
itude, salinities for water on the
eastern and western half of the Est-
uary are plotted individually.
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Figure 6. classification

Pixel by pixel classification of a 10.3
km stretch of the Estuary between about
10 1 56' and 41 . 02' north latitude. f rep-
resents "western" water, ' represents
'eastern" water, and blanks represent
'neither' (unclassified). The interpret-
ed boundary between western and eastern
water is drawn in.
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Visible and near infrared (450-1000 nm) reflected radiance

spectra of the ground cover vegetation were measured at the

Mesatchee Creek porphyry copper prospect in Washington. The

reflected radiance data are integrated over 400 m 2 surfaces of

a forest predominated by Douglas fir with lesser amounts of

western larch. Analysis of the reflected radiance data indicates

that the spectra from within the pyrite halo of the deposit have

anomalously high reflected radiance values at 565 nm and low

reflected radiance values at 465 nm. Six flight lines were flown

on each of two days. Taking one flight line from the first day's

data as the control line, individual spectra with a 565 nm/465 nm

reflected radiance ratio value greater than 1.7 fall predominantly

within the p--rite halo. When this threshold value is applied to

all flight lines from the first day, 36.8% of the spectra within

the pyrite halo and 5.4% of the spectra outside the pyrite halo are

classified as anomalous. The zcne of mineralization is clearly

defined by the cluster of anomalous spectra. There is an 87%

probability of an anomalous spectrum lying within the mineralized

zone. The same technique was applied to the second day's data.

The threshold ratio value was optimized at 1.6 and the resultant 	 i

probability of an anomalous spectrum lying within the mineralized

zone is then 92%. Higher cutoffs improve the probability of an

anomalous spectrum falling in the mineralized zone= but fewer

spectra are classified as anomalous, and the extent of the
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mineralized zone is not as well ac.°fined. The geobotanical anomaly

correlates with the pyrite hale .:nd is not preferentially con-

centrated within the high Cu soil geochemical zones. Comparison

with results obtained in lodgepole pine at Heddleston, Montana,

show that different vegetation types manifest geobotanical anomal-

ies in different spectral regions.

1.

i



JOHN M. HUGHES

WINTER TERM, 1980

The following computer programs were written for use

with LANDSAT digital data: MATT, MATT1, TTEST, and BPLOTI.

These programs are stored in R.W. Birnie's user number

on the Dartmouth Computer. Printouts of the programs are

attached. A brief description of each follows.

MATT: Performs a student's T test on Control Area files

(Pixel X Band files). Outputs data in a file X file

matrix, giving two places to right of decimal. Output

represents confidence levels for the null hypothesis.

MATT1: Same as above program, but prints out confidence levels

in integer values. This enables user to print out

up to a 24 X 24 matrix of control areas.

WEST: Program performs a t-test on only two different

Pixel X Band files. Gives confidence levels for all

.	 four bands between two files.

BPLOTb: Plotting program designed for-use with Landsat

MSS bands. The program asks for one or two files

containing a Pixel X Band matrix and plots a

point for each pixel in two band coordinates.

Also calculates mean for each group of pixels,

and draws Giza volume for each file if desired.
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Trip Report

	

Colby
To: Mt. St. Helens, Vancouver, Washington

On March 28, we flew to Portland, Oregon to witness
the eruption of Mt. St. Helens, measure the S01 output
with the COSPEC, and obtain samples of fresh ash for further
study. We secured the use of a Navajo Chieftain twin engine
plane, courtesy of NBC News, for airborne use of the COSPEC.

We had minor trouble with the sensitivity of the in-
strument but were able to make 27 traverses under 11 different
eruption plumes over the ensur?.ng 7 days. SOA output averaged
approximately 30 tons per day. One fresh dry sample of ash
was obtained. We returned to Hanovc on April 6, 1980.

A manuscript, copy attached, was prepared, reviewing
the scientific results of our visit and the subsequent visit
by Larry Malinconico. 'It has been submitted to Science.

The COSPEC, chart recorder, and tripod have been
left in Vancouver, Washington. The COSPEC will be land
carried to Denver before May 23. The accessories will be
shipped to Dartmouth. David Johnston, of the USGS, now in
Vancouver, WA., is in charge of our instrument at this time.

Richard E. Stoiber
Stanley Williams

cc: Dick Stoiber
Stan Williams
Phil Krueger

Fri d 8

ft



Trip Report

Tot Mt. St. Helens Volcano

Vancover, Washington.

On April 9, 1980 I travel cto Vancover, Washington

With the COSPEC. For the next three days I worked with

personnel from the U.S.G.S. measuring the SO2 flux from

Mt. St. Helens volcano. Several small eruptions were

measured with flux rates averaging 30 t day-1 . On the

11th and 12th a static plume was measured and had a

flux of 3 t day 1.

I also instructed David Johnston and Tom Casadevall

Of the U.S.G.S. on the use and care of the COSPEC as they	 j
Will be continuing the SO, monitoring of the volcano.

L

On the 12th a sample of ash was collected from the

summit of the volcano for leachate analysis.

1 returned to Hanover on April 13, 1980.

Lawrence L. Malinconico

April 17, 19801.

&n Cl 9
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TRIP REPORT

MT. ST. HELENS AND NCAR REVIEW MEETING

Stan Williams and Dick Stoiber spent May 18-22 and May

25-26 at Vancouver, Washington. The purpose of the trip

was to measure SO2 after the big eruption of 18 May with

our Cospec which we had left with Dave Johnston of the USGS.

He, was making measurements without benefit of z,l. plane support.

Since we knew NBC (BArrington) was at St. Helens we expected

to be able to use our Cospec in a plane he would provide.

On arrival in Vancouver WA. it was discovered that

Dave Johnston had been killed by the direct blast of 18 May

and our entire instrument package was destroyed.

The USGS'was expecting delivery of a new Cospec which was

lost in transit. Upon arrival in Vancouver we turned our

attention to tracing the instrument, expediting its delivery,

arranging to send the Dartmouth chart recorder to Vancouver,

and finding a portable 14 volt power source. We found the

Cospec which had been broken in transit, and repaired it.

We left for our NCAR meeting in Denver late Thursday

by night flight from Portland, Ore. We went with Bill Rose,

Irving Friedman, Leslie Zinser and Dick Cadle at NCAR.

Publication and presentation of results of the Feb. 1980

volcanic plume flights in Guat. were discussed with the

following tentative plan:

Abstracts for the Dec. 8-12 AGU in San Francisco as
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follows:

1) Dispersion of SO2 in volcanic plumes, Stoiber,

Williams, and Malinconico

2) SO2 and isotopes at Pacaya and Santiaguito,

Friedman, Williams, Malinconico

3) SO2 change through time at several volcanoes,

Stoiber, Malinconico

Publication of complete papers at 	 near this date.

We met with Barry Huebert of Colorado College on

Saturday to discuss filters used to obtain HC1/SO 4 ratio

data. He will cooperate on gas work we intend to do in

Nicaragua summer 1980 and written 1981.

We left for Portland by night flight from Denver on

Saturday, May 24. We monitored SO 2 from the air Sunday

May 25. The SO2 was being emitted from a medium sized

eruption, which occurred near midday at a 2400 + day-1
r

rate. Data for further airborne measurements made while

the volcano was relati- rely quiet the morning of May 26 has

not been processed yet.

We returned to Hanover Monday noon arriving early

Tues . AMA(	 f

In summary:we find that SO 2 was now emitted at normal

rates in the Mt. St. Helens eruption. we found the USGS

instrument and put togethr an operative instrument package.

We encouraged the USGS to use their instrument in the

airborne mode and we think they will. We left our chart

recorder with them til theirs is found (lost in transit)

so measurements can be made. We collected an extensive suite
of fresh ash for analysis in Hanover. We made a valuable contact
with Barry Huebert with respect to future gas work.

/c^ E Sao ^ 6 e-r
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